
FAIRNESS 02.28.09RESET
A JOURNEY

CREATIVE BRIEF

OPENING ANIMATED TEXT VIDEO
This video uses text from page 24 of the guide - statements about fairness. It’s objective is to 
provoke thought and set the table for where the rest of the service is going. The statements 
themselves are things you would hear in conversation or pop culture; not Biblical truths. 

FULL ATTENTION AND SOLID ROCK
These are songs that everyone will be invited to sing. They are Jesus focused.

WORLD RELIGIONS VIDEO
This video will highlight the basic beliefs of some of the major world religions. It purpose is simply 
to show that all religions do NOT believe the same thing. This video sets the speaker up to talk 
about what makes Jesus and his teaching different.

BRIAN TOME
Brian’s message will focus on the three major unique claimes of Jesus: that He is the Son of God, 
that He is the only way to God, and His concept of grace. The focus will be on grace. At this point 
in the journey, the grace message will be slante more towards, “This is how Jesus acts towards us 
AND how He teaches us to act towards others. 

BREATHE DEEP with VIDEO
Within Brain’s message, the band will play the Lost Dogs song, ”Breathe Deep.” The song lyrics are 
basically a list of the people Jesus has grace on and challenges us to the same. Sample verse: 
“Suicidals, Rock Idols, Shut ins, Drop outs, Friendless, Homeless, Penniless, and Depressed, 
Presidents, Residents, Foreigners, and Aliens, Dissidents, Feminists, Xenophobes, and Chauvinists, 
Breathe deep breathe deep the breath of God.” The video that accompanies the song will be 
pictures of the people the song mentions. The point of the piece is to challenge people with the 
message of grace - it is for EVERYBODY - not just the people you happen to like or think deserve 
it. In fact, that’s the radical nature of grace; it has nothing to do with “deserving” or “earning.”


